CIH staff meeting Monday 29th April 2019 13-14 in Assembly area, CIH


Agenda:

What is OSKE exam? CIH needs to be better informed about this event/exam for Medical Students at our Medical Faculty, performed for the first time in June 2018. Anne Berit Kolmanskog introduced the topic for us, as she administered this exam in 2018. https://www.uib.no/med/118631/helefakultetet-i-sving-i-oskeeksamen

OSKE exam
OSKE stands for “objective, structured, clinical exam”

It is a one-day event for medical students where they are tested on:
- factual knowledge
- clinical judgment
- survey methodology
- ability to reasoning
- problem solving

Furthermore, communication skills including behaviour towards the patient, linguistic communication and perception skills.

This type of exam is given in the 6th and 12th semester.
All the candidates will be asked the same questions. It is a huge task to administer; CIH administration should be represented.

There are five identical loops, each with 12 stations. A reference group works on OSKE all year. They ask for exam questions with a deadline 1 April.

CIH should submit an exam question for a station. If CIH is successful, they need to be ready to attend with five examiners on the day, one for each loop.

There are standardized forms the examiners follow, so that all the students have the same experience/exam.

The students focus on the topics they get on the exam. If global health is absent from the OSKE exam, it will not be as prioritized by the students as the topics that are presented there.

This semester
19 June – (160 students) 6th semester
6 June – (80 students) 12th semester

Read more here (in Norwegian)
https://www.uib.no/ferdighetssenter/114892/om-oskeeksamen

There is more information material, but only in Norwegian. You can ask Anne Berit for more information if you are interested.
Conclusion: CIH admin are encouraged to participate in the administration of the exam now in June, and report back their experiences. CIH scientific staff should develop tasks. The following groups will come with suggestions that will be discussed in a scientific staff meeting in autumn: Sven Gudmund Hinderaker, Tehmina Mustafa, Bente Moen, Anne Berit Kolmannskog.

Information sharing
- GDPR - new rules affect CIH, we must make a working group to give us simple flow charts; do not despair
  There will come a web-portal, but it has been delayed.
  A group from CIH will work towards making a flow chart showing all the steps needed to comply with the GDPR rules.

The group consists of Bente Moen, Anne Berit Kolmannskog and Ingvild F. Sandøy. They need to meet in May.

-Which guests are coming in May - June to CIH?
  May 2 – Jeremy Lauer – (Scientific advisory board for CIH) Meeting with Bente in the morning. Join if you have the chance.
  June - 57 CISMAC guests – meeting and course
  Leonard Banza – June 9 – July 7

-Dissertations
  May 2 - 90 % evaluation - Jovita Amurvon, Meeting room 2, CIH
  June 4 – Endrias Markos Woldesemayat in Auditorium, Kvinneklinikken
  June 28 - Anthony Waruru in Auditorium Cavum, Odonthology building

-Are all midways placed on a date?
  All midways for this semester are scheduled, as far as we know. Elinor will send out the list in 1-2 days, for information/checking.
  We will begin to schedule autumn semester - please inform if you have candidates for midway next semester. Elinor will send out an email with possible dates.

-Are all Master’s students ready to deliver their thesis for exam?
  The deadline for submission is on May 1. Linda will send out a reminder, and a link to the website where they will find the template.

-AOB
  • CIH Annual report 2018 is ready.
  • Do not make waffles in the kitchen 5th floor – it might trigger the fire alarm.